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Mosler Replacements From
Thousands of Mosler’s safe and vault products
outlived their maker’s August, 2001 demise, and
are still in use. Can we still get Mosler parts?
As far as I know, the answer is a limited “yes,”
because Diebold assimilated Mosler’s product
lines after Mosler went out of business. Here
I’m assuming (hoping?) Diebold laid hands on
technical/engineering specs that would enable at
least limited Mosler parts replication.
Mosler’s standard mechanical combination
locks for their last 30-plus years of operation
was the 302-402 series. For a while after Mosler
stopped making locks in-house, Ilco made 302402 series locks to Mosler’s specs.
Big Red UL Group 2 CDL-3

Big Red

bit of news comes after Big Red
locks were submitted to an inhouse technical review group at
Diebold.
Big Red’s Model CDL-3 is their
three wheel offering for Mosler
302-402 lock replacement. This
is a nicely done standard footprint
UL listed Group 2 combination
lock that features a lock bolt
with the same bolt throw and
the same flush-to-the-case bolt
retraction as the original 302402 series locks. This is often
an important consideration in
situations where you need to
replace an original Mosler 302402 lock. Many Mosler safe
designs need that feature.
Another
commonly-needed
feature when replacing Mosler
locks is an accommodation for
screwed-on bolt extensions.
Again, many Mosler safe designs
incorporate this need.

For instance, Mosler’s last series
of lug door chests featured VDmounted three or four wheel
locks. Safe techs who have tried
to replace a lock in one of these
chests with anything other than
a lock specifically designed for
the application use in such a
Mosler 302
chest has encountered, shall we
Now we have a new option when it comes to difficulties.”
replacing Mosler 302 (3 wheel) or 402 (4 wheel)
mechanical combination locks: Big Red. This Off-the-shelf models of other
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standard footprint locks don’t
always have:
a) A pair of predrilled threaded
holes for connecting the lock
bolt to the bracket that operates
the twin bell cranks that retract
and extend the dual door bolts.
If a tech wants to use a standard
lock for this, the lock that will be
installed must first be modified.
This means getting correct
dimensions for placement, then
drilling and tapping a pair of
holes in the end of the lock bolt.
It can add time and effort to
what might otherwise have been
a simple repair.

Mike Walsh of Big Red had this to say:
“I think the main thought is that we have attempted to develop a true
commercial duty mechanical lock, and build the lock from a tech position
and not from one of cutting cost. We are always listening to the techs at
the shows and adjusting the product accordingly. I have subjected the
CDL series lock to so much abuse and now feel pretty good with the
final product.
I believe the next version down the road will have some type of wheel
torque adjustment mechanism incorporated into the case, and this
should be the final revision.”

b) A lock bolt that has the same
bolt retraction and extension as
an original 302 or 402.
That last is something some
techs don’t discover until after
going to the trouble of drilling
and tapping holes in the bolt of
the standard lock they’re trying
to install.
Correct bolt retraction and
extension distance can be
important with some Mosler
designs. Big Red CDL-3 and
CDL-4 locks for Mosler safes
factor these needs.
Also worth knowing: Big Red’s
Mosler 302-402 replacement
locks have drivers and dial
spindles with a 1//4-28 thread,
the same as the Mosler locks
they’re designed to replace.
So if you just need a Moslercompatible
dial
assembly
you have more choices now,
courtesy of Big Red.
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